This is the **Main Page**, visible when the system is off. To turn the system on, touch the screen. This will turn on the Projector and route the PC as the default source.

Room Volume Controls are available on pages. Volume Up/Down is controlled via the hard buttons on the panel. The gauge indicator will reflect the current volume level. % indicator will show the current volume level %. Pressing “Mute” will mute the room audio. Pressing “Mic Mute” will mute the microphones.

When the room volume is muted the red mute icon will appear. When the microphones are muted, button will turn red.
This page will appear after touching the **Main Page** to start up the system/display(s).

To route a source to the projector, press the source icon from the menu. The selected source will be routed to the Projector. The Lectern Monitor will always display the PC.

The currently routed source icon will appear in the display window.

**Example shown here: Lectern is selected.**

**To connect a laptop or tablet:**

If you have a laptop or tablet and want to connect it to the system, just plug in one end to your personal device and the other to the proper port in the cable box located on the top right hand side of the lectern. Select Lectern on the touch display to route it to the projector.
Pressing the icon, available on the Source Page (if applicable), will provide the user with Cable TV controls:

Keypad entry with the characters entered populating above the keypad for user feedback

Current channel feedback Press X when done with this page

To power down the system, pressing the hard button will prompt the user to Confirm Power Off. This page will only be accessible when the system is powered ON. Pressing “Yes” will power down the system and return to the Main Page. Pressing “No” will simply return to the Source Page.